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Token systems of reinforcement are an
popular method of

modifyi~g

increasi~gly

the behavior of the institu-

tionalized mentally retarded.

The dramatic success of the

token economy has resulted in . its programmatic use without .
full consideration for the relevancy of treatment _ goals and
the

nurnero~s

variables that may contribute to the success-

ful implementation and maintenance of the token economy.
An examination of the treatment _ goals found in the existi~g
literature reveals that two orientations presently exist:
management/control and therapeutic/educative.

Furthermore,

a review of the ·literature reveals differing methods or
variables may contribute to

achievi~g

economy with the mentally retarded.

a

successfu~

token

Several suggestions

are advanced as to those goals and specific variables which
may be important for successful implementation.
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The token economy

lS

a type of behavior modification

program based on several major principles of operant
conditioning.

The primary objective of thi·s procedure

lS

to increase the frequency of clearly specified desirable
behaviors in individuals exhibiting behavior judged to be
inappropriate or deviating from norms acceptable to the
general population.

This therapeutic reinforcement system

employs a generalized reinforcer, the token, as a tangible
form of ttcurrency".

The token may consist of such items

as a poker chip, check mark on a card, a ticket,- points
on a sheet, or a plastic credit card.

Initially, the

token is not automatically reinforcing.

By repeatedly

presenting the token prior to or along with reinforcing
stimulus, the token becomes a conditioned reinforcer.

When

it is paired with a variety of events, it is referred to
as a generalized conditioned reinforcer.

The potency of

the token derives from the numerous "backup reinforcers"
which backup the token.

Thus a token is viewed as a

powerful item because it can purchase a variety of backup
reinforcers; such as, candy, toys; or access to special
events.

The use of different types of backup reinforcers

has become

controversia~

as is their potency necessary
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to bring about the ·grea·test change ·:J-.n beha.vior,
This miniature system CCoe ~ 19 7 41 is similar to the
economic system of payment for goods and services operati!lg
presently in the Unl ted States.

Scm·e differences are

(11 the token itself does not re~emble United

notable:

States currency· and may be individualized, (21 token·
economies have been used primarily- in institutions? mental
hospitals, traini!lg centers, and· school sy-stems where
t~ghter

control of the reward system may occur than in the

general economy (Kazdin 5 1977},
The advantages of tokeri systems are numerous,
Administratively, it is not an expensive system to implement requiring expensive _ ga~getry or extremely specialized
tools.
to

Tokens may be dispensed by the staff of a facility

la~ge _

groups of individuals on large. wards with minimal

physical or mental effort and therefore ·do not interfere
with staff functioni!lg·
Ayllon and Azrin (19.68)_ have noted additional
characteristics of the token economy that make it a
useful vehicle for a behavioral intervention

pr~gram:

(l) the number of tokens can bear a simple quantitative
relation to the amount of reinforcemerit~ (21 tokens are
portable, they can be held by the subject at all times and
places, (3} no maximum number of tokens exists, versus food
or water where satiation may occur,

C4l tokens can be used
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to operate machines that del1.ver reinforc·em·ent ( (..Sl tokens
are durable,

(6} the token itself can be standardized,

(7) tokens can b e made unique so that they cannot be
duplicated,

(8} the t .ok:en bridges the delay between desired

response and delivery of reinforcement and thus maintains
response, (9} tokens allow a response to be reinforced at
any time or place, and (~Ol tokens can be administered
without interruptjon of o!lgoi!lg learning.
Token systems have been used advantageously 1n a
number of setti!lgs.

In focusing upon the retarded popula-

tion it becomes evident that this particular group 1s
concentrated in la!'ge institutions thro:u·g h.o ut the United
States ~

Institutions

such as these, lend themselves as

appropriate setti!lgs . for the token economies for a number of
It has

reasons,

be~n

may foster maladaptive

documented that institutionalization
b~havior

(Kazdin~

economy programs would appear to haye the

19.77}.

Token

~otential

to

overcome or reduce the deleterious effects of institu~ionalization.

Token ecominies reportedly result in increased

discharge and/or lower readmission to institutions than
custodial care (Kazdin, 197~).

Also due to the sometimes

involuntary committment to institutions~ an individualized
-

treatment plan is required by law ·(Wyatt vs, Stickney,
1974}.

Thus the token economy, can serve as an individual-

ized treatment modality during incarceration

Not only

4-

is the token economy a minia.ture monet.a.ry system, it may
be used in

in~t i

tutions· which ·actually constitute miniature

or micro societies.

Within this modality· strict con"trol of

contingencies, rates of exchange, and timing of reinforcement can be maintained by the staff of the
Altho~gh

institution~

it appears that the tokeri economy may be a

desirable system of behavior modification for retarded
persons in institutional settings, a number· of" problems
and important issues s·urround its implementation.
areas are particularly relevant for study:

first

Two
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the

choice of appropriate target goals w·ill be examined and
secondly, the variables or methods of· implementation which
appear to contribute to the successful economy.

These

1ssues will be addressed within the context of the token
economy literature with focus on the institutionalized
retarded as the

ta~get

population.

Therapeutic treatment or

ta~get _

goals constitute

a relatively new attitude on the part of mental health
professionals toward the institutionalized retarded~

Until

the 1960's retarded persons were considered incapable of
benefiting from most types of

therapy~

Custodial care was

the dominant philosophy and practice of institutions.
Therapeutic . goals were virtually non-existant~

The United

States legal system did not interfere with the few . goals
institutions set for their clientele, maintaining a

5
(Martin~

"hands offlt policy

Judicial thinki!lg

19751..

tended toward believing.: that the

nexperts~·t

within the

institution knew what was best for their patients.

As the

rights of all individuals under the ·constitution· came under
scrutiny by the Supreme Court, institutionalized retarded
clients also became entitled to due process in their
treatment

pr~.grams.

The "experts tt were required to

justify certain treatment _ goals~
A landmark
the m1n1mum

case~

r~ghts

\tlyatt versus Stickney (1974), detailed

for the mentally ill and retarded,
r~ghts

Some of the most relevanT.

as they apply here to

goal selection in the tok.en economy, are:

the

r~gh.t.

to the

least restrictive alternative; the right to informed
consent; the

r~ght

to ma.intain personal possession·s

>

freedom from the requiremenT. of performing institutional
maintenance work,
minjmum

w~ge

alo~g

with the provision to receive

if they volunteer for such work CresidenT.s

may be required to perform

housekeepi~g

and therapeutic

work tasks if they do not involve operation or maintenance
of the institution}; the

r~ght

to bed and privacy; access·

to television and recreational facilities, adequate

meals~

adequate staff; an individualized treatment plan wiLh
-

timetable to meet specific goals; and specified criteria
for

discha~ge.

~- 'No

resident shall be subjected to a

behavior modification program which attempts to exti~guish

6

socially appropr.iate behavior· or to. d.e.vel.op new behavior
patterns when such beha.vior modifications serve only
institutional convenience n (Mar·tin, 19.7 5, p, 17 91.

Thus

when goals of the token economy are selected b.y· the
administration, sta~f, and clierit they may not interfere
with the client~s r~ght to the least painful method of
intervention, r~ght to know in advance what the methods
will consist of, possessions may not be ~e.moved and
"earned.n back, all work must be reimbursed, and bed,
teJ.evision, food, and staff cannot beco~e goals or prlvlleges to be

earned~

Martin (lS75) further explained goal selectiori in the
legal context.

He insisted that a behavioral

cha~ge .

goal

must be of greater benefit to the individual than the
institution and bring about ihe termination of the
behavioral

cha~ge pr~gram.

The author states that the

goals revolving around what is considered normal or
appropriate within the institution are subjective and may
reflect cultural differences·.

For example, the retarded

population may be predominantly poor a.nd contain a

h~.gh

percentage of minorities, while the administrators
responsible for treatment plans may be white, upper middle
class.

Thus,

M~rtin

speculates

t~at .

goal selection may not

be appropriate for or resemble the culture to which the
client returns.

7

Martin ll975l believes that the individual benefit
lS paramount in establishi!lg . goa1 s

~

In or.de-r to test

whether a goal is therape·utic/ educative he recorrunends
asking whether the goal is to change ·a behavior so that
the ·individual bec·omes ready to leave th_e ·

·pr~gram

or

whether it is to make him a good maintenance worker for
low pay?

Self help goals are

therapeutic/ed~cativ€

ln

nature if they are broken down into achi~va~le steps,
pr~gress

lS noted, and the program is terminated upon

achievement of a specific . goal,
on the behavior that

~arranted

Martin rec.omrnends focusi!lg
institutionalization.

Simply helpi!lg the individual to adjust to · lnstitutional
living is "counter-rehabilitative n Cp ~ 6 21.
recommends asklng ,

Martin

tDid this ach.ievement primarily benefit
~sks

the individual?t

Suppression/control ?nly

behavior occur?'

It is highly desirable from a moral,

l~gal

and ethical standpoint that the

therapeutic/educative.

ta~get

tDid the

goals be

One of the purposes of this paper

will be to examine the kinds of . goals that have

b~en

reported in the literature, point out potential problems
and suggest alternatives, where appropriate.
Selection of therapeutic/educative ta~get behaviors
is considered an essential prerequisite to the actual
implementation of a behavior cha~ge program, but specific
attention must also be directed to the variables that
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contribute to an effect.ive token economy.
of the existing literature

~eveals

An examination

a number of different

methods or procedures for implementing the token economy
with the tnstitutionalized retarded.

The number of

different components described in the literature lend
support to the idea that a reliable set of conditions are
not yet clearly established for use when

· impl.ementi~g

the
"

token economy.

This may reflect the comple.xi ty of the

token system itself, or an insufficient
literature~

sampli~g

..

of the

or perhaps "Lhat th_e institutionalized retarded

are such a select group so as to obscure precise
identification of all relevant
A review and synthesis of the

methodol~gical

methodol~gy

factors~

and rationale for

a particular type of variable considered to be important
to successful token use will alert the reader to patterns
of implementation that may enhance new or

existi~g pr~grams.

It appears essential that some basic components be
identified in order to provide feedback to those presently
e~gaged

in token work where their

ene~gies

may be best

directed for maximum efficiency of the system.
Five areas or methol~gies for consideration when
implementing the token economy· with retardates in institutions will be examined: staff traini~gJ backup reinforcers,
social reinforcement, economic balance and savi~gs, and
intermittant reinforcement,

These are not all possible
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var1ables to be ·considered wh.en implemen.ti!lg a token
Hbwev~~'

economy with the retardedt .
available for this

~udy,

dominate . . How these

in the literature

the.se five a.reas appear to

variable~

may

influen~e

about behavior change will be evaluated and

and

bri~g

c~iticized,

Lack of a :. sufficient number of experiments which .isolate
individual variables v7ith

th~

d~gree

impedes this search to some
conclusions are derived on a
mental basis.

ret.arded in institutions
and

l. ~glcal

therefo~e

some

rather than experl-

These conclusions are meant to serve as

a guideline for professions .. either

eng~ged

ln implementing

token economies with the retarded or w·h o choose to further
research this timely

area~

It appears essential that some

basic components be identified in order to provide feedback
to those presently

eng~ged

1n tokeri work where their

ene~g1es

may be best directed for maximum efficiency of the

system.

Those

e~gaged

in implementing token econom1es may

or may not find that their programs resemble the results of
this examination.

Exploration of o~goi~g systems and

comparison with these recommendations may prove fruitful to
individuals and institutions by providi~g a basis for
evaluation of o~going systems.

The importance of verifying

successful components of token economies in institutions for
the retarded cannot be overstated, since literally hundreds
of thousands of individuals may benefit from clarification
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and research of this behavior modificatiori

The existing literature reveils that
chosen by institutions for
divided into two

th~ir

cat~gories:

therapeutic/educative.

syste~~

ta~get

behaviors

retarded clients are

managemen·t / control and

First, the studies that appear to

fall in the man?-gement/ c<?ntrol categ.ory will be ·examined'l
Some authors focus on ndisruptivett behavi:ors (examples are
self-abuse, tantrums, etc, l., while othe.rs focus on "ward
caren behaviors (examples are cleani!lg floors, polishing
furniture, clearing tables,

etc ~ l;

still other authors

focus on ttself-carett behaviors (examples are dressi!lg
toileting,

bathi~g,

brushi~g

teeth, ·etc.).

Self-care 1s

included here in the man?-gement/control section

altho~gh

it is not always clear wheth.er a chosen self-care _ goal 1s
to manage or to educate the client.

It is somewhat

difficult to discern an institution t s intent in this area .
However, statements which only refer to staff convenience
and fail to mention the benefit to the individualts welfare
and/or increased level of adaptive functioni~g outside the
institution may be construed as indicative of a management/
control orientation.

11
DisruptiV~

·Behavior

Lachenmeyer (19691 describes

th~

·problems

encountere~

with a token economy as he ·worked with the. retarded 1n a
lar g e

institution, Murdock Center for the Retarded 1n

Butner, North Carolina.

Re clearly states that his report

is based on informal observation.

He identifies problem

behaviors as extreme anti-social acts, such as setting
fires,

f~ghti~g

and

steali~g:)

which ttin some way caused

difficulty for the attendants!' Cp. 248 }.
that the direct care staff philosophy on

He points out
th~

token unit

was to "minimize situations which caused them ttrouble'"tt
(p . 2481 by

faili~g

to supervise their clierits adequately.

He further states the administrative personnel of this unit
were reported by the direct care staff to survey and control
the residents with tisurp-r ise check!!" techniques·
Lachenmeyer believes this method to be aversive and
controlling.

An example of the ~revailing attitude was

the fact that, "one did not interact with the inmates except
for

diversion or to punish and contrott' (p. 249 ). •

this atmosphere was not therapeutic/educative~

Clearly,

He points

out that appropriate target behavlors were not selected for
token reinforcement and recommends _explicitly defining
ta~get behaviors, altho~gh he does not give any examples of

the type of social or cooperative behavior desired.

However,
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his disappr.ova.l of th.e .man?-gement/ control goals a.t
Murdock Center is readily

apparent ~

Thompson and Grabowski (1970} conducted a study on a
ward at Faribault

St~te

School and .Hospital , Minnesota

where profoundly retarded, institutionalized patierits were
transferred because of ttdestructive and assaultive behavior,
lack of basic self-care
behavior'' (p. 783).

behavio~~

and/o~ s~lf-abusive

This operant conditioning program had

consultants who specified terminal behavior for each
constructive activity, with successive steps and criterion
tests for success,

The target goal "constructive activities:r

is not clearly described.

Puzzles and flashcards are

mentioned but specific examples of therapeutic _ goals are
not mentioned.

This creates some doubt as to the educa-

tional nature of these activities, of at least their
importance . in the overall program.
Self-care behaviors such as bathing, toileting and
feeding were also trained.

The goal of the program was to

reduce disruptive activity.

This is a negative, suppres-

sive goal.

Any mention of benefit to the client, such as

preparation for deinstitutionalization, or termination of
the program itself as mentioned by Martin (1975) is lacking,
Indeed, these patients' behavior was modified to adjust to
institutionalized living, which is not a legal, therapeutic
goal.

This could be construed as benefiting the institution
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more than the indi v idua.l,

Thompson· and Grabot..zski

emphasize positive corisequerices
th~t

1ncreases 1n pay, the ·fact
enjoyable to work with, and
most daily
materials~
lacki~g.
lacki~g,

pr~grams

fo~

staff, such as merit

patierits be6ame

th~t

~ore

technicians with the

could be .first ·to ·c hoos·e ·from new

A similar list of benefits for clien.ts is
In summary, detailed the!1.apeutic goa.ls are

as 1s any men.tion · of benefits to the ·individual

clients versus the

staff~

Kuypers, Becker and 0

~Leary

(19.6. 8l. and 0 t Leary,

Drabman and Kass ClS73) used tokens to reduce deviant,
disruptive behavior in

children ~

Altho~gh

these

pr~grams

were conducted in special classes as opposed to institu- ·
tions, the authors fail to delineate positive target . goals
for their pr~grams.

This may indicate a general trend in

schools as well as institutions to ·use tokens as a method
of suppressing or controlling beh~vior.

Institutions for

the retarded can learn from the mistakes of other
institutions and may wish to take positive steps to 1nsure
that their pr~grams are designed ·with the ·therapeutic
benefit of the client as a priority~
Ward

· c~r~

·Behavior

Other studies illustrate a man~gement orientation by
choosing ward work (e~g., cle~ning floors, polishi~g
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furniture

etc. l as a ta~get behavi.or·t

Winkler ClS73) conducted an experimental token
economy on a very large ward of mentally deficient women.
Among the target behaviors recorded and ~einforced daily
was ward work.

Bath and Smith (19.74)_, in a study of ·45

retardates at the State Research Hospital, Galesbu~gh,
Illinois, rewarded 3 0. minutes· of "extra work'·!· such as
cleaning living areas, with marks redeemable for store
Fieldi~g (Jg72l implemented a token

articles and trips.

system of reinforcement at Faribault State Hospital,
Faribault, Minnesota.

nr.ndustri.al therapyn was

ta~geted

and included such behaviors as making own bed, mops floor.,
sweeps floor, moves furniture, cleans

furniture~

and does

errands.
Institutions

requ1r1~g

such

~ork

·in their token

economies should be aware of the decision in the Wyatt
versus Stickney case Cl9.74l

allowi~g

freedom from institu-

tional maintenance work and to receive minimum wage if they
volunteer for this work.
perform

housekeepi~g

Residents may be required to

or work tasks only if they do not

involve operation or maintenace of the institution.

There

i& a need to further describe the ward work goals of these
studies in such a way as to rule out possible infringement
of client

r~ghts.

These studies do not state that these

goals are for the explicit purpose of program termination
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or adaptive functioni!lg outs.ide th.e· 'instit.ution ~ both, of
which would be reasonable therapeutic _ goals.
· self~dar~ Beh~vior

The goal of self-care in the· ·existi!lg literature 1s
frequently noted ,

Self-care is

he~e

management viewpoint, (i.e., bathi!lg,

defined from a
toileti~g,

feedi~g,

etc.l which is designed to make the staffts job eas1er or
more pleasant.

The clientts own benefit is not paramount.

The client or those legally responsible for the client are
typically not consulted in setti!lg up conti!lgencies.
Kazdin (19771 in an extensive rev1ew of the available
literature on token economies states· th_at the orien.tation
and focus of many token

pr~grams

on self-care skills is of

unclear relevance to the·· goals o'f the institution

(e.g~

,

patient adjustment to the community, improved academic
a.bility}.
studies e

This view is based on a large number of token
An examination of the

followi~g

studies reveals

a similar observation.
Brierton, Garms and Met:zger US69.) rely heavily on
self-care to structure their pr~gram at the Dixon State
School in Dixon,
cleaning

Illinois~

Behavior goals included room

with nwhite glovetr inspection, and

self~- care,

which lncluded brushing teeth, showeri~g, shaving~ and
shini~g shoes.

A benefit noted by the authors is that the
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n

aides job is made somewh.at ea.sier· be:ca·u se :it becomes less

necessary to spend time coaxi!lg res..ldents to perform
certain necessary dutiesn Cp, 411.
may be detrimental to the

b~lief

This type of attitude
pr~grams

that token

for the long term improvement of the

clients~

are

No such

benefit is similarly noted about the reiidents ln this
study.
Girardeau and Spradlin (19.64). established a token
system in a retarded girls reiideritial center at Parsons
State Training Hospital and Training

Cente~

in Kansas.

The stated _ goal was to use tokens to lncrease constructive,
socially acceptable activities on the

~art

of the

residents~

The authors state in the introduction to their study that
they are aware of the shift in _ goals of residential centers
from custodial care to
tion.

traini~g,

education and rehabilita-

However, in spite of this statement, the authors

seem to be exhibiti!lg a tendency, mentioned by . Kazdin (1977},
to focus almost exclusively on self-care and ward care
behaviors.

The majority of items presented in a checklist

Cshower, comb hair, trim nails, clean bird cage, etc.} ·
reflect this emphasis.

These are

l~gitimate

goals and the

authors may wish to balance these needs with realizable
-

goals which eventually ter.m inate -the program.

Hartin (1975}

suggests the law will not tolerate stagnant programmlng
that fails to specify acheivable goals,
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In conclusion, ln

imp.le.menti~g.

th.e.ir tok.e n ·ec-onomies

some authors· focus on manageme.nt of· the· beh.avior of
retarded individuals in institutions to
the staff or ·the institution·.
behavior,

performi~g

important to the

~eet

the needs of

Reductiori of disruptive

ward work and self-care behaviors are

functioni~g · of

the individual; but it may

be possible to infer from the- previously des.cribed studies
that individual client benefit is not a priority, or at
least is not clearly delineated in terms of the
range therapeutic

lo~ger

goals~

As a basis for comparlson with the ·previously cited
studies, we shall now turn to intervention programs that
have chosen goals more spe6ifically designated as educative
or therapeutic.
clearly stated as

The _ goals which fall in this category are
benefiti~g

the individual and where the

primary purpose is pr?gram completion and/or directed at
adaptive functioni~g outside the institution.
As a guideline to effective goal setti~g, Gardner (1971}
has articulated a wide range of behaviors available for
education and rehabilitative efforts.

He advised careful

study in setting and choosing realistic and functionally
meani~gful pr~gram goals.

He s~ggests that attention be

directed to the followi~g categories of deficit and excessive
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behaviors:

Cll specific task skill deficits, such as

forgetting steps in a t ask;

(21 task related deficits~ such

as continuous performance ·skills; · C3l. deficits in independent living skills, such as money

handli~g,

transportation,

grooming; (.4) social behav1or deficits, such as failure to
discern social stimuli; (Sl affective behavior deficits,
such as experiencing

11

social anxiety?: to avoid

or aversive situations; (6l deficits in
self-control, such as failure
decisions based on cue1ng·

~o

da~gerous

self~direction

and

internally .cue and make

(7) . excessive disruptive

behaviors, either verbal or physical; (8) excessive social
reactions, such as continuous attention·

s-eeki~lg

behavior;

l9l excessive motor reactioris that interfere with

meani~gful

activity; and (10} excessive affective reactions that
disrupt behavior patterns and disconcert others, such as
excessive fearfulness, crying,
aggressiveness,
and laughing.
.
. .
Gardner believes that the retarded can learn a wide range of
skills and that thes·e goals should be carefully selected.
The ta~get behaviors he suggests are excellent _ guidelines
to those planni~g token systems and represent a broadly
educative approach to _ goal selection4
Some of these recommendations have been implemented and
we now turn to a _ group of studies-which select goals of an
educational/therapeutic nature which they nteach!' to their
retarded institutionalized clients and reward those efforts

19.

to learn

with tokens,

into two major · areas:
Verbal

These beh.a:viors· can be divi.ded

verbal

behav~ors

and social behaviors.

Behav~ors

Token reinforcement has been used to

alte~

a number

of verbal behaviors; includi.!lg la!lguage ·acquisition,
:amount of speech, loudness of speech," singing, or simple
imitation of ·mouth movements and
Jackson and

~'lallace

sounds~

(_19.7 41 succeeded in modifyi.!lg and

generalizing voice loudness. in a 15 year old retarded girl
using token reinforcement .
withdrawn.

~xperimental

The subject was also severely

sessions took place ·in a four

foot by four foot cubicle usi.!lg a sophisticated voice
operated relay (VOXlher cubicle.

A token dispenser was located

with~n

Condl.tioni!lg consisted of sa.yi!lg 100 mono-

syllabic words loudly

eno~gh

to

ope~ate

the VOX1

Later,

polysyllabic wordsr and finally five or six words were
necessary to obtain a toke.n..

Baseline, shaping 1 reversal,

reinstatement and generalization training to clasproom· took
place ..
This study demonstrates appropriate therapeutic goal
choice and used highly controlled procedures to obtain
behavior change.

-

The authors believe that as voice loudness

generalized from the individualized treatment setting to the
classroom, the subject de~eloped some appropriate verbal
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thro~gh · the

behaviors that continued

initiati~g

smiling, playing with others and
interactions.

Reinforci~g

school year, such as
verbal

this . goal with :tokens may have

contributed to increased adaptive functioning in oth_e r
. areas.
was

The authors · carefully chose a target behavior vr.h.ich

preventi~g

the child from constructive verbal interac-

. tion with others.

They

ca~efully

trained the behavior in

achievable steps and . generalized it to th.e· ·extra-treatment
setting.

It must be noted that this intensive, individual-

ized treatment is not feasible for most institutions because
of time, cost and lnsufficient personnel,

However,. the

goal was appropriately chosen and was implemented in
careful, measurable ·steps 4\

Termination occurred when the

program c;:riter'la was achieved.
The Th6mpson and Grabowski study (197 0 l ,. menti.one.d
earlier in this paper, used operant procedures with
institutionalized retarded clients at the Faribault State
School and Hospital in

Minnesota ~

While the. target

behaviors largely consisted of the management type,
apparently some verbal tr~ining was initiated, although
the method is not stated:

~'Verbal traini~g

stressed early in the program~

was not

However, as behavioral

control developed, the training o-f imitation of mouth
movements, sounds and words was emphasized to a greater
degree"

(.p .. 784).-.

If indeed they believe verbal behaviors
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pe~sonal

are adaptive goals worthy of focus for the

as the client moves toward functioning outside

success

th~

institution, they fail to state this.
Dileo · (1975). applied a token economy ·system in ·
teaching institutionalized retarded

per~ons

music appre6i-

ation, participation, rhythm, melody and words to songs in
music therapy classo

The experime:r..t. took place at Belle

Chasse State School , Belle Chasse, Louisiana with 16
members of the senior chorus (CA

13~19. ,

IQ S0..-701..

There

is careful descr1ption of the appropriate behaviors which
will be rewarded with tokens (.e.g.,

learni~g

the words,

rhythm, and melody of a new· song; remembering music
terminology . for one week, etc .. } ..
. the

tok~n

Th.e author chose to apply

economy to music therapy where individuals could

methodically improve the.ir pra,ctice and enjoyment of music.
Thus , the individual's satisfaction and benefi.t is viewed
as the primary consideration, for it is

~omewhat

difficult

to see how the staff or institution would directly benefit
from better musical abilities on the ·part of th.e

clients~

Social Beha·v-i·o rs
"Social behaviors", also labeled social interactions

-

or social skills in other s-tudies-r refer

to a system of

communication and participation between persons consisting
of roles, values and patteins of interrelating generally
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acceptable to

society~

Some of th.e . examples labeled

"socialization" in th.e · literature include.

teachi~g .

group

play and proper use of leisure. time (Girardeau and Spradlin,
19 6 4 ) , meeting ·dress standards CHun t , Fit z hugh ·and fitzhugh ,
19 6 8 2, conversation CKazdin and Polster ·, .19. 7 3 2., indepe.ndent
living skills (Sibbach and Ball, 19771,

touchi~g

(Ribes-

Inesta, Duran, Evans, Felix, Rivera and Sanchez, 19.711,
ordering from a menu (Roberts and

Perry~

19701, and

decision making (Krasner, 19-70. and Gardner, lg7ll'l
Girardeau and Spradlin (1 9.6.4} noted the ·need for
social activities as an important part of th€ daily
functioning of the retarded but did not emphasize it ~n
the program that was reporte.d..

Th_e·y stated that they

planned on including homemaki.~g and general social skills.
necessary to function well within the community as part of
their future pr~gram.

Th~se

treatment _ goals included such

behaviors as asking directions,

usi~g

the telephone.,

writi~g and mailing letters) and washing a~d . iro~~~g-c~o~h~~
Th€ authors did note their clientst additi6nal desire for
educational type tasks and started a small classroom where
they trained color naming, cutti~g paper, and drawing,
The authorst intent here to implement and amplify th€se
goals for client benefit

lS

highly desirable but they are

"still in a very elementary stage of thi.s aspect of the
program" (p.

3472.

The.y correctly assess that their clients
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are motivated and capable of

(3..

greater .numbe.r of creative

social tasks than initially determined,
Hunt, Fitzhugh and

Fitzh~gh.

the need for institutionalized

(lS68l also recognized

~etarded

adequate social/vocational adjustment
reassignment to the col1lJTl.uni ty,

persons to make

~s

they approached

At New Castle Indiana State

Hospital, clients could earn points for appropriate dress
and appearance standards which. would be accepted by the
communjty.
IQ's

Twelve residents of an nexit cottage" with

rangi~g

from 49-88 participated.

Hunt, Fitzhugh and

Fitzhugh (1958) chose this educative goal of social
behavior for the

followi~g

reason:

11

Not infrequently,

institut1onalized patients acqu1re certain idiosyncrasies
or other inappropriate behaviors in connection with. personal
appearance that label them as retarded, and in fact, often
focus the attention of others upon their retardation';
(p. 41). (

The authors believe that the· pr9gress

~f

th_e

retarded person in the community may be hampered if personal
appearance conflicts with social norms,

Their concern for

and treatment of a problem relati~g to adaptive functionlng outside the institution is indeed a therapeutic/
educative endeavor.
Kazdin and Polster U 9. 7 3 )_ chose

!r

interacti~g socially

with peers" at the Sh.ore Training Cente.r in Evanston,
Illinois as a taFget goal for token reward~

Two male
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·r.q '· s of 8 4 and

retardates age 21 and 2 8 with.
tively who were already
in their sheltered

participati~g

~orksh.op

1n a

.7 5. res peer

tok~ri

economy

were selected be.cause of

withdrawn, isolative behavior,

ThE

~oal

of sociability or

conversation was clearly defined as interactions where
participants used declarative statements on

varyl~g

subjects and obtained verbal responses from th.e perso.n with
whom they converse.d,

Simple ques·tions and answers were

not sufficient to be rewarded wi:tn. ·tok.en·s
clearly specifies what educative
This study is of value to
system goals with the

ta~get

o:

This study

b~havior

th~ understandi~g

is

desired ~

of token

institution~lized retar~ed

in that

it fully describes i t .s therapeutic goals and system.atically
attempts. to

bri~g

about· appropriate change for the benefit

of the individual.
In a recent study with. e.duca.tive/reb.abilitita:tive
ta~get .

goals for institutionalized retarded, Sibb~ch and

Ball (1~771 implemented a tok~n economy at the Pacific
State Hospital for the Mentally Retarded in Pomona~
California.

Self-care and toileting skills were already

accomplished by the participants.

Ta~get goals consisted of

refinement of independent living and social skills (e.g,,
washi~g and ironing cloth~s,

setti~g the table for meals,

lmproved appec_rance and h.ygier1e, and learning appropriate
social responses on the job)·,

The. goal of the program was
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community placement,

Clearly , th.e . emphasis 1.s on produc'r'

ti ve, useful, independent skills for · copi~g w·ith ·life
outside the institution.

The authors stress that · the

success of their program is due in part to this
hensive, long-term · goal setting~

compre~

At the end of the first

year, a 29 per cent discharge rate was noted.
subsequent discha~ge rates have be~n lower, refle6ti~g
changes in .the TEP resident

population~

community placement

has proved to be a realistic goa.l ~t (p, 15 6l

~

Adequate long.,..term goal setting is viewed a.s an
important survival factor by Sibbach and . Ball,

Th~y

appear committed to serving th.e individual t s . gro1..·rth as a
viable member of the community and have attempted to
arrange the

conti~gencies

to insure that this takes piace.

Th.e y are also to be commended from an eth.ica.l and
standpoint for involving the
and actually

providi~g

techniques~

Thro~gh

guard~an

l~gal

by acquiring consent

i.nS'truction 1n behavior modification

this traini!lg the parents would

understand and implement the· ·specific techniques wh.e n
their child returned home and thus further insure that the
generalization process was not left to chance,
In another study focusi!1g on socializationl RibesInesta, Duran, Evans, Felix~ River~ and Sanchez (~971) used
tokens with retarded children from the Center for Training
and Special Education of the University of Veracruz, Mexico.
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The subjects were selected on the 1\a,sis of their limited
behavioral repetoires . .· The ta~get beh.a vior wa·s the· most
primitive type of communication and socialization, making
physical contact by touching an adult with any part of the
body.

The children, whose

age~ ra~ged

from five to four-

teen, were withdrawn and barely articulate .
the four children selected already had

Thr.ee out of

expe~ienced

token

use.
ThE. authors view . tokens as a way of scheduli!lg the. ··
beh.avior of staff who provide. social reinforc2rnent wi.th.in
the token

system~

not as a way of ttcontrolling·!' trte ·

individual who receives trtem,

Th.is is a unique pers.pective,

an indication that the ·authors are ·indeed concerned with
therapy/rehabilitation not
retarded subjects.

man~gement

control of their

They e.xpre.ss th.e · viewpoint that

responsibility for education a.nd b.ehavior change. falls
squarely on the staff, not the residents 6f the

in~titution-

K:rasner Cl970..l . implemented a token economy with
institutionalized schizophrenics and
patients.

o~ganic

brain involved

Wh.l le the pop~lat ion r'~e.presented · j.s not specifi-

cally labeled "retarde.dn, the. ·study

lS

worthwhile w.entioni!'lg

for the clarity and app:ropriateness of its

ch~ice

of goals

-

and is potentially an excellent model for institutions with
:retarded clients.

The

pr~gram

took place at the Veterans

Administration Hospital, Palo Alto.

The ·goals of the
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pr~gram

were presented as;

U) shaping and gui.di.ng

desirable behavior of patients ; (21 helping patients live
re~ponsible

productive, satisfying,
staff satisfaction and

lives; (31 maximizing

minimizi~g annoyance~;

(4} explori0g

the possibility of lasti0g prod\lctivity in the institution;
(5} teaching patients se~eral roles of good citizenship;

(6) teaching patients decision making (beriefits of fitting
into society)_; C7l teaching patients. how to control their
interactions with others; and (8) providing training in
behavior modificatiol! to stafft
comprehensive long-term
studies.

~cal

This is an extremely

plan in comparison to other

It represents a clearly therapeutic orientation

where teachi0g, as well as

man~gement

important part of the token system,

functions, is the most
Staff Benefits are not

valued above the needs of the clients..
In a comprehensive . _V total token economytt conducted at
th.e M8ntal Retardation Center, Pueblo~ Colorado~ Roberts.
and Perry (19.70.1 chose numerous educative ·ta~ge.t beh.avior$:
to be increased.,

Th_e institution espouses two beliefs,

that laws of Behavior apply to all individuals~ retarded or
otherwise, and secondly·, that th_e task of the personnel in a
mental he~lth or retardation center is to teach~

Th.e stated

therape0tic _ goals are to de~elop ~ehavior repetoires which
Cl} allows community placement and (21 enable.s the clients
ttto lea·d happier·, fuller live.s· within th.e institution, .. , the
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pr1mary function of tb_e institutional pers·onnel

ne1.ther

J.S

custodial nor nurs i~gn Cp. 151 ~
The Mental Retardation· Cen.ter im-p lemented a token ·
program for the entir·e r·etarded population·, wn_o numbered
approximately 400, and all patients, personnel, programs,
departments and wards were involved.
behaviors were

shavl~g,

brushi~g

Some of th.e

teeth,

combi~g

ta~ge'te.d

hair,

feeding self, ordering from a menu, hBlping others,
~gnoring

.undesirable behavior in others; clearer

diction, and increases..in vocabulary

Desirable ta::rget

behaviors in the school room included persistance,
appearance upon arrival at school, and explicit improvement
in academic

work~

Thus numer·ous target behaviors were

chosen with the resident as the primary beneficiary .
However·, in their enthusiasm to educate the residents,
control of all aspects of the individualts life in the
institution is s\lgge. sted~

HEach. resident 1n the non.,...profound

and severe halls must earn at least $5.50 l .n tokens per day
in order to buy his meals, ren·t his room or bed, etc n
(Roberts and Perry, 197U, p. 17).

The authors do not

mention what becomes of the resident who fails to earn this
arbitrary amount of money

t~All

room, board, cloth.ing, and

recre~tion must be earned as well as items for personal

hygiene and privil~ges to use or leave tre grounds~'

Cp. 17).

From a legal and e-thical standpoint) th1s type of control may
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infringe upon the individualts right to bed and meals.
This points to the· need for careful deliberaiion
ln the structure of t-he token economy.

It · is not enough to

set appropriate goals, as this institution did,

The method

of implementation decides whether or not the overall benefit
of the token economy accrues primarily to the individual
retardate or mistakenly serves his caretakers.
importantly, by ·law client

r~ghts

Most

must be accommodated,

The Robert and Perry study (19701 illustrates how infringement of rights may be

taki.~g

place for hundreds of clients

ln institutions.
In summary, a number of authors: have emphasized verbal
and social skills as therapeutic goals.

The ·difference

between therapeutic/educative and managment/contrbl target
goals is first suggested in the differing methods of imple mentation.

The

man~gement

of behavior _ gen~rally fails to

consider (l} the individualts benefit as paramount, (2) that
the _ goal mest be · concrete and achievable, and (3 ). th.at when
the treatment goal is ach~eved the p~ogram is terminated.
Secondly, the lo!lg -=-term plan or philosophy of the institution
can decide ~h~thBr a token economy is to manage or teach the
individual .

Teaching the individual skills for his sole

benefit so that he , will move closer to adaptive function ing outside the institution is therapeutic. The lesser goal
of adjustmerit ' may be a more controlling ~hilosophy .
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Implementation of the Token Economy
This section is devoted to discovering what procedures
or methods contribute to the successful implementation and
functioning of the token economy with the institutionalized retarded.

The previous section described the

importance of selecting therapeutic/educative
within the token structure.

However,

ta~get

effecti~g

goals

a success-

ful token economy requires more than merely selecting
target behaviors.

Many different procedures are indicated

in the literature which need to be addressed.
directly effect the efficacy of a program.
will include:

(l)

traini~g

staff and

These may

Discussion

beh~vior

change agents

to implement contingencies, including keeping records and
using administrative support for decision making;
(2)

constructing back-up r~inforcers which enhance

responsiveness;

(3)

the use of social reinforcement;

(4) noting conditions which effect economic balance and
savings; and (5) the scheduli~g of intermittant reinforcement.

Many

of the authors to be cited believe that full

consideration of multiple variab-les
success of the token

economy~

l.S

important to the
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Staff Training
Behavior cha-ngE: a.gents or staff may include attendants,
ai d es, teachers, parents ,
who is responsible for
setting.

spouses~

peers or anyone else

administe~ing

contingencies 1n any

As most · of the studies ·to be cited take place

within institut1ons for the retarded, ·staff refers here to
attendants or ~ides on the ward,

These ~on-professional

staff are responsible for reinforcing,punis0ing a.nd
extinguishing

beh~avior.

1n a consistant

These ·conditl.ons must be delivered

fashion~

Staff need t? be carefully trained

to control the consequences they administerIn a 1968 study of classroom behavior,

(Kazdin, 1977)
~uypers,

Becker

and O'Leary attempted to clarify the important components
of effective token systems.

They tried to reduce ndevianttr

behavior using tokens with socially maladjusted children.
0

Devianttr behaviors were defined as behaviors lik.ely to be

incompatible with group

learni~g

conditions.

Staff cons1s-

ted of a teacher and three undergraduate observers~

While

no statistical data is presented, the authors state their
token system was statistically effective; however, ttthe
real failure in this experiment was the failure to g1ve the
teacher sufficient support and information to keep her
working with the researchers so that subsequent phases of
the study could demonstrate more definitively
·the importance
..
.
of additional procedures 0

(p. 108}.

The teacher was not
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trained in

behavior~~

principles such as shaping,

Also,

the observers distracted th.e participants and teacher with.
whispering and gum chewi.!lg"

Thus~

th_e authors recommend

controlling th.ese problems with. prope.r training and
screening of

staff~

While this study did not involve

institutional clients or staff, its implication for that
setting is quite apparent in that there are generally more
staff per client in large. instituti.ons than in classrooms.
Bath and Smith Cl9..74)_ also con.s ider inconsistent
personnel to have a profound effect on client performance
1n the tok.en economy,
and black marks for

Their s ·tudy consisted of . giving red

desl~able.

and undesirable behavior to a

group of female retardates at the State Research Hospital
of Galesbur•gh, Illinois.

Tn.e autb.ors report the program was

approximately equal in effectiveness for all residents.
They observe s~gnificant cha!lge. toward desirable. behavior
over a 60 week block. of time and provide . graphs demonstrating
the gain in red marks for desl_r able behavior over time as
well as showi!lg th.e mean net . gain in desirable behavior.

A drop in performance l.n we.ek 24 is stated as being :tdirectly
attributable tc a change in ward personnel at week. 24n
(Bath and Smith, 1974, p. 421,

Performance again improved

once consistency of staff was ach.ieved through program
familiarity~ .

nun til a permanent attendant was assigned to

the ward around the b~ginn1ng of Block 5 and until she
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became familiar with the program,

perfor~ance

residents continued to be poor'! (p. 421.

by the

The authors.

support this conclusion w·ith anecdotal rather th.an
statistical evidence.

They report resident complaints

increased during Blocks 3, 4 and 5 when new staff were
added.

The new staff were noted as

~aki~g

remarks consid-

ered resistant, such as stating they didntt have
learn the

pro~ram

because they were just

becomi~g

tim~

to

familiar

with the residents and that they didntt want to give out
black marks.

The consistency variable on the part of the

staff ''should aga1n Be emphasized,

sine~

it appears to play

a large role in the success or lack of it in a token
economy

pr~gram.

Practitioners would be well advised to

pay close attention to this variable in efforts to maximize
positive outcome" Cp.

431~

Kuypers, Becke.r and QtLeary (.19681 and Bath. and Smith
ll974} both recognize poor staff performance as contributing
to decreased

pr~gram

effectiveness.

Neither study had

attempted to systematically control staff proficiency
through standardized training procedures, and thus, in
retrospect, it seems their methods of traini~g staff were
somewhat fragmented and inadeQuate.

They do recognize that

knowledge of behavioral principles and techniques by staff
would have served to enhance th~ir studies and may have
actually confounded their results,

Unfortunately, neither
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study details how to actually lmprove the quality of staff
performance in terms of time, techniques or performance
criteria.
These studies pointed to staff inconsistencies as
problematic and strongly effecting their data.

The next

group of articles are important for their strong rationale
and logical conclusions based on other studies.

Few

experiments are readily available which isolate staff
training as a specific variaBle important to the token
economy with the institutionalized retarded.

However,

based on their seemingly logical Rpproach to this issue
of staff training, their anecdotal conclusions are
included here for scrutiny.
Grabowski and Thompson (1972) spent a number of years
as consultants at the Faribault State Hospital in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
behavior modification

They implemented a large-scale

pr~gram,

notably in thi Dakota

Building for adult male retardates.

Before this recovery

project, staff were ill-informed of behavioral change
techniques.

Thus ~ after

the project, the authors had a

large 2mount of data and experience from which to draw
their conclusions about staff training in instjtutions for
the retarded.
Grabowski and Thompsori recognized that £eedback to
--

staff was -·. essential and should -be . frequert and posi ti \e.
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Social . recognition for administration,consultants and staff
could a id · in continuing performance~
out that discussions of

proBle~s

The authDrs also point

are important, so that ·
Traini~g

employees feel that they are contributing

procedures cientioned include lectures and application of
princ1ples in formal and informal grou~s~

Staff were

re quest~d to write out a pr~gram completely~

dent and perform the

pr~gram,

select a resl-

Use of practicum, films, and

modeling of effective programmi~g was encouraged..

DurJ..n g

inservice training the staff were requested to bri~g ~n
baseline data and devise a program..

Vernal oriented staff

instructed fellow staff, us1ng performance-oriented staff
as providers of reinforcement,
staff at

Fa~ibault

The authDrs informed all

about the principles, meth6ds and . goals

of behavior modification to aid in the distribution of
relevant materials thro ughout the

. institrltion~

ThSs appears

to be a relat1vely complete, specific and comprehensive
metl:_odology for staff

traini.~g ~

Thus,

thoro~gh

communica-

tion throughout th.e institution and especially between
Trainers and staff is encouraged ..
Lachenmeyer Cl96S). worked with · the antisocial retardates
of Murdock Center, Butner, North.

Carolina~

primarily concerned with staff behavior

He was also
He describes the

staff training as consisting of a brief course in behavior
modif1cation techniques for the attendants, periodic staff
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wh~ch

conferences, and collection and analysis of data for
Lache~meyer

the attendants ·were . responslble.

notes that the

staff failed to supervise and control conti~gencie8 on thE
ward, failed to practice wha·i:. was taught to them, and did
not deal

consist~ntly

classes of their

with several types of response

·clients~

tingencies on the ·staff,

He rec-ommended

t~.ghteni~g

con-

Th.i s would -involve specifyi!"lg

target behaviors of clients and procedures of implementation
s~gge~ts

of the token economy. · ThE author

this could best

be achieved by on-the-job traini!1g in behavior modification
techniques_, surveillance of sta.ff, data collection and
frequent contact with behavioral engineers,
description would be needed for those

A more detailed

conte~plating

staff

training !! but the point is similar to the previous study
where more quantitative

~nd

qua.lita.tive contact between

enginee.rs and ward staff :LS deeme.d
time spent in
pr~gram

thoro~ghly traini~g

~.ghly

desirable,

Thus,

staff may contribute to

succe8s . ~

A number

of authors went into ·detail

r~garding

the

types of materials useful in tra.J...n ing an employee to work
well within a token eccnomy with the

(19761 recommends

lectures~

Slons, and modeling.

retarded~

F6reyt

films, informal . group discus-

He suggests a two week. trainiTlg

sess.J..on as s.ufficient introduction for covering behavior
modification and program goals.

He s~ggests the following
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topics duri!"lg inservice:

_\A7ha,t is mental illness?, r~ghts

of residents, principles of ne·h.a vior ·modification,
accountability, strengtheni!"lg and weakening behaviors,
general principles of a token economy; individual behavioral
prescriptions, and mechanics of a token economy.

As

A

valuable aid in maintaining morale, _ h.e · stresses weekly
indepth traini!"lg sessions of the entire treatment teamc
This ·process must be continuous, as trstaff training never
ends" Cp. 15 Sl .
Brierton, Rogers and Met~ger Cl96Sl also realized that
providing staff with. more information about retardation
and behavior modification and soliciti!"lg their involvement
through
economy.

s~ggestion

w·o uld furth.er the success of the token

They stress the participation of the aides from

program inception, using staff suggestions whenever possible.
Their involvement could Be

a~~mented

through

r~gular

conferences where aides explore their rehabilitative efforts .
Client progress should he made visible to the staff as
reinforcement for their

efforts~

It

l~gically

follows that

the IPor)e the staff know about this specific area and the
more feedback they recelve on their efforts, · the more
intelligently they can implement programs and correct any
problems that arlse.
Watson (.19 7 6 )_ sees the. lack of well developed staff
reinforcement program ·as ttparticularly_ grave in residential
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institutions for th_e -mentally retarded or· mentally ill"
Cp. 69).

He selects operant methodology to train staff.

A practical application of

traini~g

would include the

following rewards for high quality work:
work, privileges, time off and money·..

recognition of

In order to ga..in or

earn these things the s·taff memner must sh.ow accountability
and responsibility for his/her own work on the ward,
ranging from teaching or

traini~g

clients to recording data.

In order for each staff person to have a clear picture of
his/her area of responsibility,

W~tson

requests each staff

member recelve a list of all duties required of him/her.
Also a hierarchy of reportage jn channels of communication
should

be clear to the employee so as to guarantee the

smooth flow

of information throughout the system,

The

authorts requests · seem reasonanle and logical and place
responsibility for the success of a program on both parties,
the administration/trainers. and the employee.,

Providing

staff with. sufficie.Pt information about job duties and being
held accountable for those dutie.s is deemed essential for a
successful program in institutions for the retarded
Kazdin and Bootzin (~g721 consider the training of
staff as effective behavioral e~gineers a crucial part of an
effective token economy,

They point out that some untrained

staff have done very well; however, a highly trained staff
is clearly advantageous.

They support Watsonts contention
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that sufficient reinforcement for stqff is highly

desirable~

They recommend as possible incentives to staff involvement,
increased salary, time off, shift preferences, and tokens
for beer at the end of the day,

These suggestions by·

Kazdin and Bootzin Cl972l and w·a tson 0976)_ may be difficult
to implement in most

la~ge

institutions which. operate on

tight budgets and where time ·off is detrimental to client
care because of understaffing, and where shi£t preferences
have long wating li8ts based on· seniority.

Rewarding staff

with money and time off have a very powerful effect on staff
behavior;

The feasibility of thes·e

_traini~g

meth.o ds must

be evaluated in terms of each institutionts resources.
Coe 09741 also considers the -method of implementation
of staff

traini~g

to be crucial with the

to~en

economy~

"Probably the most important consideration in deciding
whether or not a token eccnomy will be useful is not so much
the behaviors to be changed, but

whet~er

or not the counselor

is in a position to arrange for the consequences of his
clients'· behavior Cp"
(19 7 2) and Foreyt
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Like Grabowski and Thompson

0 9 7 61., Coe recommends lectures:: .films,

readings and demonstration as traini~g methods which may
place the counselor (5.e., staffl in a position of knowing
and understanding

conti~genci.es

to bring about behavior change,

and how to apply them so as
In order to insure staff

proficiency, Coe recommends model.jng and role playing as
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meth_ods through which staff competency ma.y be
As staff actually begin to impleme:r.t their

demonstY~ated.

training~

moni taring and providing additional Teinforceme.nt will
continue to improve staff effectiveness,

In

,.-1 . . . .

a d \...l..ltl.on,

Coe

recognizes that staff wh.o are unable to accept the behavior
modification

orient~tion

or find it difficult to

cha~ge

their ways of viewing behavior may be very uncomfortable
with the active nature of the behavioral approach,
probably better that these people be
Not only is the token program

lik~ly

ass~gned

elsewhere.

to suffer from their

participation, but they will be personally dissatisfied as
well" Cp. 721 ..
stated

While no statistical Basis for this is

it is generally known that unhappy staff may not

produce the same quantity and quality ·of programming as a
more happy, contented staff,

Coe is cognizant that even in

well-trained staff, poor attitude may be detrimental to the
token economy and is a logical factor worth.y of consideration
Kazdin Q9.77l compiled a comprehensive review and
ev~luation

of the token economy in ~umerous populations and

settings,

These ir:.cluded the psychiCJ.tric and retarded

populations

, delinquents, students, ·offenders, addicts,

and geriatric clients~

Settings included the home, mental

hospital ·wards, institutions for the retarded, ·classrooms
and other types of

incarceration~

In studying these numerous
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and diverse studies, .Ka.zdin discussed and recommended ways
of overcoming obstacles to effective

pr?grams~

These are

generalized recommendations for any population and setting
which may utilize the token economy and thus may be less
specific than needed for the institutionalized retardate,
but represent the major findings to date,
Kazdin discusses th.ese main techniques: to overcorr..e
obstacles and supports his conclusions with. numerous studies.
These are:
staff,

(l) instructional techniques, (2l feedback to

(.3) social reinforcement of staff,

C4) token

reinforcement of staff, (51 modeling and role playing
(6) self monitoring, and (71 combined techniques.

He agrees

with the previous studies mentioned that the components of
successful economy need to be identified for
further

s~ggests

that staff

traini~g

separate modification program

usl..~g

staff~

He

take the form of a
th.e above listed meth_ods.

These will be briefly explained.
Kazdin cites instructional metb_ods such_·as lectures,
discussions, inservice training, workshops and course work
as the most frequently used ~ith the token economy.

He

warns however that simply instructing staff without
accompanying practical training does not appear to be
sufficient to chan~e staff behavior~

This is an important

statement, for it points out that th.e methods he and others
are suggesting must take a particular form, i.e., they must
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performe~

be acted out, concretized, actually
will become a part of th.e

employee . ~

before they

s repetoire,

Feedback to staff may consist of verbal, written or
performance~

videotapes as to the adequacy of staff

Kazdin

Cl977) cites seven studies· which. indicate th.at increased
feedback
children.

~esulted

in better

~~rformance

with retarded

However, he notes three authors who report

little or no _effect of feedback..

TI:tus, this meth.od

deserves more scrutiny than other methods because of
confllcting statistical evidence.
Praise, approval and attention·, p:rescribed by K.azdin
as social reinforcement of staff, appears to increase
positive behavior dramatically, especially with teachersA study by Seymour and Stok.e s Cl9.76l. which has importance
for the institutionalized population was noted, where
clients were taught to solicit reinforcement from th_e staff.
When the staff were nearby, the _ girls in this study called
attention to their work which increased staff dellvery of
relnforcement-

This is apparently a viable method for

institutionalized clients but which needs more statistical
support
A fourth meth.od of teaclt_ing staff appropriate programmlng is through token relnforcement~

This is consistent

with the well documented fact that token programs can be
very effective with dlffererit populatlons, even staff.
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Use of trading stampa anu cash_ appears to dram&tlcally
alter staff performance in large institutions in a positive.
direction.

Kazdin supports this with_ th_e Bricker,

M~rgan· ,

-

-

and Grabowski (1972} study which noted a 700% increase in
staff-client interaction when the staff of _ the institution
were rewarded with trading stamps.
Role playing and modeli!lg are training techniques in
which individuals rehears-e the behavlors that are going to
be -used in the reinforcement

program~

(Kazdin, 1977)_

It can be easily seen how this could apply to the token
program in institutions,

If staff could Be trained and

practice giving tokens at the correct time, place and for
proper target behaviors, a more effective economy may well
be the result.

While this technique is not frequently used,

Kazdin s~ggests it may be a valuable techniquer because of
dramatic re.sul ts in classrooms, wards, and

h.omes-~

A1 though

this technique is not popular, Kazdin was able to cite eight
supporti0g studies and apparently no

detractors~

Self-monitori0g has recejved mixed praise in the
literature Kazdin describest

Ih

self-monitoring, the staff

member records the number of times he/she gives positive
and negative feedback, instruction and s~ggestion.

When

staff had ready access to this information, th~ frequency
of praise, token delive~y and instructions all increased~
However, Kazdin reports that in general "the effects of
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self-monitoring as a behavior
change
techriioue have been
.
.
~

weak, transient, and often non-existant in a · plethora of
self-moni taring studies:

Cp. 145 }_e

Th.u s ~ thi.s is another

training technique to Be used with extreme caution,
especially in institutions for the retarded, where staff
hc:_ve a diffi.cul t time k.eeping pace with th.e basic paperwork
on their clients, much les·s documentation · of their own
ber~avior.,

It becomes clear that these

diffe~ent

methods of staff

training exert a complex effect on the final product,
effective staff and client performance.
which. these variables interact is not yet

The extent to
known~

Also, a

number of investigators have comBined the aJSove mentioned
techniques with success,

It appears to be left to the

individual programmer · and th.e specific population and setting
to determine the exact ~ype of staff traini~g which will
have

th~e

g:c~ea.test

positive

effect~

It is hoped that by

exa.m ining th.ese methods in some detail that the reader has
an increased underst~nding of the techniqu~s involved and
their· individua.l efficacy for the -tok.en economy.

As. a related issue, and one in wh.ich staff need trainlng, lS record k_eeping~

Ayllon and Azrin (19681 felt that

recording of data, such. as reinforcement given and behavior
emitted, is extremely important,

VerBal as well as tangible

rewards need to be recorded to plot a given client's progress.
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The authors recommend

recordi~g

the

type~

amount and

duration of rewards, as well as the. time and place wh.en ..
this occurred.

They point out appropriately that there lS

· no possibility of correction or _ growth if one has no idea
what went right or

wro~g,

The · autnors take their conclu-

sions from the· Anna State Ffospital, a large state mental
hospital.

While they do not present statistical data to
rea~ily

seen that a

system can only be as _ good as its records.

Proof that

support this hypothesis, it can be

behavior has shown a

measurable . cha~ge

due to the specified

intervention is desirable and indeed may represent an
ethical req_uirement.

Exte.ndi~g

th.is a step further, to be

accountable for one's program could conceivably reduce
questlons

regardi~g

abuse of

r~.gh.ts

·i.e .. lawsuits against

institutions.
Watson (1[761 also recognized the importance of data
as a source of feedback to evaluate a

program~

He

recommends (without statistical supportl .that a conc1se,
economical system across time, such as a _ graph_ summary
system

can be easily interpreted to survey behavior and

assess training programs.

These can be frequently

revised, allow for quick troubleshooting and identification
of problems which can be quickly addressed.

Periodically,

they can be reduced and recorded on the clientts record for
progress purposes.

This same system is recommended by
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Watson for use by the administration to
behavior and

traini~g,

efficient method of
recording

lS

Th.ls appears to ne

recordi~g

data~

time~

2"

staff

reasonab-le a.nd

Attention to data

thus seen to be useful to token systems in

institutions for the retarded,
over

re~ord

The pr?gress of clients

evaluation of staff performance ·and assessment

of staff training methods may allow for revision and thus
improvement of the pr?gram.
An important issue which

lS

closely related to staff

training is administrative support.

Lachenmeyer (1969)

became aware of this issue as he worked with. the antisocial
retardates of Murdock Center.

Lachenmeyer was frustrated

in his efforts to gain administrative support.

He believes

the administration looked upon his unit as a trdepository"
for troublemakers,

In addition, · he could not elicit admin-

istrative support for certain activities, such as a coed
dance~

He suggests that in-order to obtain cooperation from

the administration, the administration must perceive the
utility of the token system for the entire institution,

How

one would set about bringing this type of pe~ception to the
administration is not addressed,

The author gives examples

of times when administration cooperation could have bepefitedthe clients such as the coed dance, He states that he is
well aware that this .problem is not easily solvable.
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Thompson and Gra,bowki Cl9 7 2 )_ descr1be adn:tini.stra.tive
support in token economie.s in this manner:
doutt that enthusiastic support from

HTh.ere is little

high~level

tors is the single most crucial factor in

administra-

establishi~g

a

behavior modification program with.i n an institutiontt
Cp. 2 7 2) .

They hold th.is view· Because administrators h.ave

potential to hire consultants, ·obtain supplies, authorize
goals for

staff~

and reinforce

staff~

The authors recommend

reinforcing outstanding staff performance,

e~gag~~g

~n

direct communication with staff and periodic visits by
administrators to units..

At Faribault? one administrator

worked the night shift for several -weeks,

The authors

believe staff will become more tolerant toward administrators with. this

approach~

The administrative chain of

~

.

command must be clear and supported at each_ level through
public statements, follow·-ups and inter-action with other
staff .

The administration must insure financial support to

the best of their abilities to the token program in terms
of havi~g sufficient supervisory personnele

Detailed and

specific ways to request administrative support of the
token econo1ny ar·e _ g1ven ~

They stress that administrative

interest, . concern and a willi~gness to communicate are
essentiai.,
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Watson ll976l,

~s

menti0ned earlier, stresses the

accountability/responsibility
ment.

syste~

of staff reinforce-

The dut1es of all staff members,

includi~g

administrators, should be clearly defined.

A flow chart

of responslbility/accountability for the institution from
resident to superintendent is given, including the
author!s concern that all memBers of the institutional
community are involved.

While not extremely detailed this

particular account of how· to administer and support all
levels throughout the hospital is clear and useful.
Kazdin (1976) encourages· administrative input for
the token programs Cespe9ialJy target behaviors and
selection of contingencies), reporting of program results
to the administration, and

maintaini~g

clear data to aid

ln obtaining administrative support for the tok.en
economy.

While these suggestions are not as detailed and

elaborate as those of Th.ompson and Grabowski (19.7 2), the
three areas noted, · if thoroughly lmplemented and carried
out, would certainly increase administrative support of
the token

economy~

Thompson and Grabowski (lS72l also devote considerable
space to the role of the consultant in token programs 1n
institutions.

These individuals may train, monitor,

troubleshoot and perform other functions within the program.
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They recommend 18 guiae.lines for consultants Ce. g ~,
accepting the fact that the program belongs · to thB institution not the consultant, sen.sitivity to nchanne.lsn,
avoiding rigidity and boredom, etc,}t

This list is very

helpful in avoiding potential pitfalls when utilizing
resource people w·h o ape not regular sta.ff members.
rhus, staff

traini~g

is seen to ne a multifaceted

endeavor, consisting of techniques
staff, consultants and clients,
methods is not

h~ghly

for

administrators,

The relevancy of these

disputed and thus, are worthy of

inclusion in the working tok.en economy.
statistically supported by

la~ge .

While not

groups of studies, thB

majority of authors have logically reasoned that highly
trained and motivated staff do the best job of creating
and maintaining a token economy with retardates.

If indeed

these are logical deductions, it is of great importance
that they be statistically validated, so .that continued
improvement in the quality of life for these institutionalized persons may take place on a solid foundation of data
and

experience~
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Backup Reinforcers
Backup reinforcers are events which tokens can
purchase.

These events may take diverse forms, ranging

from consumables (e.g., food, digarettes, candy} to high
frequency behaviors (e.g., visiti!1g friends, watch.ing
television), to select tangible items such as clothes,
cosmetics, appliances

and luxuries,

Tokeris

m~y

purchase

backup reinforcers prized in th.e institutional setting such
as access to special activitie2 and extra time with
doctors and psychologists,

Prices

ar~

usually arranged so

that the more prized backup events cost a greater amount
of tokens thereby providi!1g an incentive for earninge
The subject of backup reinforcers is important wh.en
discussing the token

economy~

Backup reinforcers are an

important - motivating factor for clients within the token
economy, although. documentation is: sadly 1 a<?k.ing in this
area.

In addition, manipulation of backup reinforcers may

enhance the amount of control over behavior which 1s
desired by

tho~e

administeri~g

the tok.en economy,

Unfortun-

ately, the desirability of having adequate backup reinforcers
is not generally recognized~ for very few studies are
available which isolate this variable 1n an experimental
context.

How~ver, some authors worki!1g for socie time within

institutions for the retarded, or with tok.en systems, have
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made some

l~gical

deductions from their own experiences.
presented~

Their conclusions will be

In addition, it may be. seen th.at backup ;re.inforce.;rs
are closely related to economic ba,lance and savings, a
variable to be discussed

shortly~

It is evident that the

quantity of backup reinforcers available to clients may

.

seriously hamper continued beha.vior advancement . if care-:les sly manipulated. by staff,

Sev·eral authors note that

backup reinforcers, after initially becoming _ generalized,
may be reduced for staff, administrative, and financial
conven1ence as well as producing the greatest behavior
change and maintenance for the. least a.m ount of rewa.rd .
Some authors will be mentioned who would prefer that backup
reinforcers become

la~gely

intrinsic as the tok.en problem

advances into the later stages~ · These views will be
discussed in the context of the . followi~g individual
studies,
First, a.uthors who describe. th.e actual use. of ba.ckup
reinforcers will be presented.

Their descriptions of

their techniques will serve to illustrate th.e method of
applying backup . reinforcers to a token system.

How a

backup reinforcer may best be chosen and applied will be
discussed, as well as examples of backup reinforcers.
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Neisworth. and Smith._ (~97 3l_ s.tudi.ed conti!1gency
management in the classroom using the token as a
ized reinforcer,
parent dispenses

general~

Usually an adult, . teacher, therapist or
tok~ns

to the

stud~nts~

The authors

define the potency of a Backup reinforcer as dependent upon
the length of deprivation Cis the child satisfi_ed with
candy?l, . the availaBility of other reinforcers

Ce~g,

salty

peanuts may be rejected if salty food has just been i!1gestedl,
and the amount of work required
the task is too d1fficul t

(~he

person may g1ve up if

or the rev.rard too smalll ..

They

appropriately state th.at a variet.y of backup rewards should
be provided and illustrate th1s with. a list of 4-3 events
and tangible items to insure that sorneth_ing will be
interesting to a cl.ie.n t at any given moment-:

tt\tJi th the

Y'ight backup consequences~ tokens. will quickly become
va,luable ~

Th_ey will become stable, effective, generalized

reinfor·cers wb.ich . may be used to reinforce any ·b ehavior at
just the r~ght moment" Cp~ 111)..,
The · authorst methodol~gy for selecting reinforcers
1ncludes asking the client and varying the selection
r~gularly to insure . an attractive array~

He cautions

against letting r .e info:C'c-ers . ge.t

He recommends

H

stale n.

slowly establish.ing· their valu.e in small increments.
Initially just a few tokens are necessar'y to earn th_e
desired obje~t, and gradually the number of tokens reouired

S3

to obtain th.e des ire? object

:J..S

i.ncre.as.e.d.

Two different·

methods of redeeming tokens are suggested, at will and
at

11

store" times daily or weekly.

TJ:_e auth.o rs recora:rnend

a special location, no conflicting events, and a calm
atmosphere.

They recognize the

t~gimrnickytt

side of th.e ir

program and even advocate an occasional ttsalen to generate
excitement and encourage savings, even . constructing
layaway plans to motivate the

cli~nts.

These innovative

ideas and systemati6 way~ of bri~gi~g them about indicate
a

thoro~gh,

behavioral approach to the token economy\

authors approach is original and structured to

bri~g

The
about

the greatest possible amount of behavior change in their
clients.
Foreyt (19761 undertook
Florida State H·o spital,

Ch.attabooch.~e,

that tight control of backup
place on · special cards..

a token economy pr?gram at
Florida,

r~inforc~rs

Ke suggests

can also take

To eliminate some of th_e problems

encountered in institution.s ..where patients· may b~g, hoard
and steal tokens, they used this punch card system where
increased control over earni~gs and spendings could take
place,

It consists of three sections, tokens earned,

tokens spen.t, and tokens fined~

The rrtokens earned" section

lists various· activit1es that the patient may engage in to
earn points~ ~tokens spent'' includes all privileges requiring points, i.e. , backup reinforcers, and "toke~1s fined" lists
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inappropriate costly - beha.viors,

Staff punch. th.ese cards

Each nigh_t ·trte a- ss~_gned staff

as needed during the day..

member collects the cards and totals each one, records
data and prepares a new card for th.e following day,

This

system maintains a h~gh ~~gre~ of control over its
participants ~

It may violate th.e r~gh_t -s: of th.e individual,

in that room, food, aspirin and all servlces or activities
must be earned,

However,

th~

punch card system appears

viable, as backup reinforcers are individualized and
frequently revised.
Some authors dis?-gree with th.e.se previously mentioned
techniques for

impleJTl.enti~g

tr,e tok.e n economy.

of Backup re.i.nforcers within

Th.ey be_J .ieve th.at natural, intrinsic

reinforcers are better for classroom and institutional use
but unfortunately have not been aBle to vo.lidate these
claims

empirically~

seem reasonable that

From a logical standpoint, it would
usi~g

th~

le~st

amount of reinforcement

to effect behavior change would be hi.gh.ly desiraBle, both
financ ially and in terms of staff manh.o urs ~ _ B·ot.rever, this
has not been ca.refully and methodically undertaken in terms
of controlll_n g th.e economic factor
Coe

(~974}

01,..,

backup reinforcers.

in describing the successful token economy,

recommends reduci~g the number of tokens given and substituting natural reinforcers (such as praise~ moneyl for them.
Systematically

delayi~g

backup reinforcement to approxlmate
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reinforcement outside the institution J-,S
author enumerates

comp~aints

~gainst

Ce. g, , · the philosophy that tbe.y are

s~ggested ~

Th.e.

tangible reinforcers
·bribes~

extrinsic

versus intrinsic reward is detrimental, tangible reinforcers
teach avarice and bad behavior, and
and l .nterfer.e

with

learni~gl,

only the bribery issue,

stati~g

~re

tob manipulative

The author does address
that tokens are used to

influence. behavior D"C.t not in corrupt or immoral v.Jays.
0

~Leary,

Drabman and Kass (19.7 3 }_ recommend us:Lng the

.smallest reward possiBLe in tokE-n economies so that longTr.~...ey

term maintenance "'?ill occur a.s tok.e ns are. removed'}

contend that stro~g material :rewards suddenly removed
result ·in deterioration of appropriate ben.avioro:

This lS.

not in keeping w·i th th.e economic concept of primary
deprivation

creating the conditions under wh~ch appropri-

ate behavior increases.

They also admit that the use of

natural reinforcers (i.e., reinforcers available to any
classroom teacher such as free time in an activity areal
needs

~mpirical validation~
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Levine (19741 agrees with QtLeary, Drabman and Kass
(1973) that natural instrinsic

r~inforcers

should be

sought out before extrinsic ones so as to increase the
value of the activity,

He cites: se.ve·r al studies which

support this viewpoint_

Both authors rasie the valid

issue of maintenance of beh.avior after strong backup
reinforcers are no

lo~ger

available&

Considerable

research needs to be done before any type of ba.ckup
reinforcer can be determined to be more useful than
anoth.er.
Finally, a number of problems or obstacles in regard
to backup reinforcers have come to light.

A number of

authors have made suggestions for overcoming thEse
problems

Unresponsiveness on the part of th.e client to

the backup reinforcer can be a maJor obstacle to the
economy.

The majority of authors do not accept th_e idea

that the client is unresponsive, per se, but rath.er that
the individctal backup reinforcer needs modification.
Kazdin · and Boot zin (19 7 2l mak.e a general reference.
to backup reinforcers as it relates to clients who fail to
respond to the token economy.

Their conclusions are derived

from a large sclae evaluative rev~ew of the literature
available at the time,

They state that they do not believe
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that this resistance or failure to respond is intrinsic
but rather, may depend on the extrinsic reinforcement used.
Greater strength or value of backup reinforcers is
suggested by the authors, as well as individualizing the
client's token menu, and consulting the client in setting
up his own pr?gram.

These authors point out that the

individual preferences and dislikes of the client must be
taken into consideration.
~azdin

(1973) addresses the issue of clients who fail

to respond to token systems, i.e., nunresponsivetl clients.
He states that, "this is not to imply that these populations are incapable of behaving in a predictable fashion,
or have immutable deficits that necessarily impede
pr?gress" (p. 10).

One of his explanations for this

unresponsiveness is the "lack of functional backup value
of the rewards for them (patients)" (p. 10).

He suggests

that when the patient fails to respo:td, but then responds
when backup reinforcers 2re altered,

it may be that

reinforcer strength accounted for the difference.
Suggestions to improve client responsiveness to reinforcers
include:

(l) exposure to a portion of the backup

reinforcer such as food or m.ovie; ( 2) alteration of the
backup value of the reinforcement; (3) response pr1m1ng or
prompting where discriminative stimuli which precede the
desired response are focused upon; and (4) modeling of the
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desired behavior.
Kazdin (19. 7 7 )_ ela13ora.ted furth.e.r on hj.s prem~ce. that
individuals who do not respond init~ally to a token program
may readily respond wh.e·n th.e contingencies a.re altered.
would augment the

responsivene~s

He

of clients to reinforce-

ment contingencies Cin addition· ~o response pri1ning and
reinforcer sampll~gl by se.lect1ng iricreasingly potent
re.:t.nforcers, modeli~g of ta~get· beh.a viors and usi~g
indiVidual~zed contingencies or group administration of

c.onsequences

t

He points out tha.t his oonclusion$

are not

yet fully determined, trth.e limiting conditions of token
reinforcement contingenci~s and the1r many va~ia.tions
remain to be determinedu Cp. 16.31 ~
Another problem area is th.e organ1zation and .distribution of backup reinforcers w·i .thi.n the institution by· th.e
staff.

Allyon and Azrin (lS68l note that staff often have

many residents under their care and h_ave di.ffi.cul ty finding
the time to ·r eward th.eir

clients~

Th_e authors believe that,

urewards 1n mental hospitals are inh.e rently difficult to
implement and next to impossible to record and supervise,
wheth.er they be 8ocial in nature
or material in kind such. as

such a.s verbal approval

c~.garettestr

Cp . 13).

Itt s also

clear that levels of savings and spending (satiation and
depl)ivQtion} are difficult to control,
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Oftentimes, when clients deserve a wa.lk., candy,
cigarettes for their efforts, the availaBility of staff and
supplies may

pre~lude

their receiving such. rel.nforcers

~

In other words, Ayllon and Azrin realized that institutions
had not yet organized their Backup reinforcers to such an
extent that they were to be depended

upori~

Nc times, places,

supplies were ·set up to ins·ure that clients were certain of
receiving accurate reward for their efforts.

The authors

see this as a very severe problem&
Thus

it may be seen that two maln types of problems

are involved with the use of backup reinforcers.

nunrespon-

siveness" may actually indicate a need for revisions of the
reinforcers so as to be more nearly approximating what is
reinforcing for the

client ~

Secondly, the staff revising

the program to best motivate the

clien~,

must also provide

the time and place for Backup reinforcers to be

delivered~

· Social Reinforcers
Most researchers recommend social reinforcement as useful to the token economy.

However, they have failed to

isolate it empirically, resulting in confusion as to when
and how to use social reinforcement.
Social reinforcers are conditioned reinforcers such as
verbal praise, attention, physical contact, facial expresSlOnS,

and proximity.

These are easily administered by staff.

6Q

Little preparation or time 1s necessary and social
reinforcers do not interfere with .ongoing activity.
can be delivered to a group.

Praise

It may be a generalized

reinforcer because it can be paired with many reinforcing
events and is less subject to satiation than food or
candy.

Behavioral training which includes social

reinforcement may be maintained more · readily after {okens
are faded than if it had not been used.

Lastly, social

reinforcement occurs naturally in the environment.

One

disadvantage is that not all persons, especially
institutionalized persons, may have been conditioned to
social reinforcement.

In this case, it is imperative to

pair praise, approval and physical contact with events that
are already

reinforci~g.

(Kazdin, 1977)

In an attempt to isolate the variable of social
reinforcement, Ribes-Inesta, Duran, Evans, Felix, Rivera
and Sanchez (1973) chose to teach withdrawn, retarded
children to touch an adult through the use of tokens.

This

was an attempt to assess the effects of tokens and social
reinforcement in a social situation.
children were token wise.

Three of the four

Baseline recordings were taken

for each child during four 30 minute sessions on consecutive days.
recorded.

The frequency of physical contact was also
Four experimental · conditions were administered

to all four children.

Sessions were half an hour long and
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were run twice daily with a 30 minute break between them.
Three variables were manipulated independently:
(a) primary reinforcers,
reinforcement.
were:

(b) tokens and (c) social

The four different treatment conditions

(a) social reinforcement paired with tokens having

no exchange value;

(b) social reinforcement paired with

tokens having exchange value;

(c) social reinforcement

presented independent of tokens which had no exchange value;
and (d) social reinforcement presented independent of
tokens which had exchange value.
To obtain target behavior, an adult sat in a chair,
ignoring the child to prevent prompting.

Every time the

child made physical contact with the adult, he would
receive a token; or token and

~~very

nice" and pat on the

head; or just receive a token every three minutes; or token
every time touching . took place but experimenter remained
non-attentive and also turned his/her face away.
The author's results lead him to conalude that, ';the
reinforcing effects of tokens (when attained) seem to
depend in some casees on the social reinforcement simultaneously provided" (p. 127).

The author posits that when we

deliver tokens we are actually providing social reinforcement that itself may account for behavior change.

The

author raises pertinent questions to whether the client may
need to be receptive to social stimuli for tokens to be
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effective with him/her.

The relationship between social

reinforcement and token reinforcement appears to be complex
and needs additional research.
Kupers, Becker and O'Leary (1968) did a study of
tokens in the classroom setting.

In attempting to reduce

"socially maladjustedn behavior they concluded, '!it

lS

probably very important to use differential social
reinforcement at all times.

Explicitly, this involves

giving praise and privileges for improvement in behavior"
(p. 108).

The authors do not offer this conclusion based

on hard data, but as a logical interpretation of the
verbal interactions which took place between teacher and
students within the token context and resulted in positive
behavior change.
Both researchers suspect positive social reinforcement
may aid behavior change if used efficiently within the
token economy.

However, the method and timing of using

such a variable within the economy is still unclear and may
confound results in experiments where it is not controlled.
Economic Balance and Savings
The token economy
controlling·.behavior.

lS

a complex economic system of

It resembles the economic system of

payment for goods and services operating in the United States,
except that the token itself is not a product of the United
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States mints, but rather individual institutions, such as
mental hospitals, training centers, school systems, and
institutions for the retarded.

Token economy programs

reportedly exert control in the reduction of institutionalized behavior (Kazdin, ·1977).

For these reasons the

economic variable within the token economy deserves
considerable attention.

How does manipulating the amount

of tokens earned and spent influence behavior in negative
or positive directions?

Research is lacking in this

''extremely relevant 1' area.

(Kazdin, 1977)

Closely related

is the previously mentioned variable, backup reinforcement.
Mention will be made of this connection in individual
studies.
Brierton, Garms and Metzger (1969) ln their study at
the Dixon State School, a large institution for the
retarded, Dixon, Illinois concluded that a surplus of
tokens in the hands of their clients resulted in decreased
performance.

The authors admit they did not perform a

statistical comparison of behavior before and after token
rewards were introduced, but concluded that great behavioral
change took place from baseline levels.

While changes in

behaviors obviously took place, it was perhaps mistakenly
attributed to tokens.

The project was not performed in a

rigorous, experimental manner.

The authors associate

performance drop with increased tokens.
or a control group is mentioned.

No reversal design

Many confounding factors
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may have influenced subject performance, Slnce it lS stated
that reinforced behaviors were changed throughout the
project.

Events, time, maturation and instrumentation may

confound this study.

''During the fifth week of token

reinforcement seemingly inexplicable drops occurred in most
of the behaviors being reinforced.

A later compilation of

data revealed that during this week an average of more than
700 tokens had been accumulated by the clients.

It appear-

ed probable that subjects who had large numbers of tokens
on hand would not expend much effort to accumulate more
tokens" (Brierton, Garms and Metzger, 1969, p. 42).

While

statistical or experimental measures would need to be
performed to substantiate this statement, it appears
logical that a very large number of tokens earned may have
contributed to decreased performance.
of backup reinforcers is not made.

Mention of the cost

It is concievable that

if prices had risen in conjunction with increased earnlngs,
behavior would not have decreased.
Winkler (1973) made a notable contribution to this
question of economic variables.

In a large psychiatric

hospital ln Australia, he undertook five experiments to
examine the role of savings and economic balance in a token
system for chronic psychiatric patients.

The first two

experiments are of primary importance here.
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In Experiments I and II the author varied sav1ngs
independently of economic balance.

A baseline of a wide

variety of institutionalized behavior was obtained.

In

Experiment I a different currency was used for three weeks
and prices were reduced, resulting 1n all savings being
reduced to zero.

In Experiment II the same conditions

operated except that prices remained unchanged, c'est a
dire savings were reduced to zero and rose more slowly than
ln the first experiment due to higher priced items.

Results

of these two experiments are shown in graphs, with performance tasks such as showering and bedmaking.

An improved

performance in such tasks is shown when savins are reduced.
Thus, "these experiments indicate a close relationship
between savings and token earn1ng behaviors" (p.

31).

The

author is suggesting that the economic balance does not
directly change client's behavior except through their level
of savings.

It may be that these results could. be general-

ized to include the retarded population.

The population

studied here was diverse, consisting of schizophrenics and
mentally deficient persons.
were also widely varied.

The range of behaviors measured

Thus, these results may need to be

used very carefully if applied to a population specifically
designated as retarded.

Another factor which may lead to a

hesitancy to wholly accept these results is that the sample
size varied throughout the experiment, ranging from 55 to 66
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due to illness and leaves of absences and this may confound
results to some extent. ·
Winkler postulates that the mechanism of savlngs
effects suggests a process of deprivation and satiation.
Tokens control access to reinforcing events (primary
reinforcers) and "low savings creates primary deprivation
and high savings allow primary satiation.
control primary deprivationsn (p.

32).

Hence, savlngs

He admits this is

ln the hypothesis stage and needs empirical validation.
Winkler states that based on his studies, "the
controlling power of token systems deteriorate rapidly
under high &avingsand increase rapidly under low savingsn
(p.

38).

While this appears reasonable, the mechanism lS

not clear; it may be due to primary deprivation level.

The

ramifications of this may be that in order to maximize
effectiveness, considerable care should be taken to control
savlngs.

When an increase in certain rewarded behaviors

occurs, the client's income increases.

If this system lS

allowed to get out of hand and satiation occurs, tDe
system will deteriorate.

Thus the author believes the

economy must be continually changed to be effective.

He

recommends increasing the quality of performance required
to obtain tokens, and introducing occasional expensive items
on the menu.

His experiments show that behavior was better

under low savings than high savings

1

and also that behavior
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can 1mprove when sav1ngs are abruptly lowered.

The author

has stated his hypothesis succintly, shows results that
appear valid to a considerable extent, and makes the
excellent suggestion that savings be closely controlled.
Intermittant Reinforcement
It is becoming reasonably clear that the factors
involved within the token economy are complex and varied.
The previous section on economic balance suggested that
backup reinforcement must be manipulated very carefully so
that the number of tokens received and spent do not create
a balance which may be detrimental to continued performance
of desirable behavior.

Thus, it may become necessary to

control the schedule of reinforcement of behavior.
Kazdin and Bootzin (1972) comment on the paucity of
research in scheduling of reinforcement and not inconsistent findings in the existing literature.

They believe

part of the problem in determining schedules of reinforcement

lS

that reinforcement is rarely dispensed in a 1:1

ratio schedule and appropriate and maladaptive behavior

lS

not closely -scrutinized and systematically rewarded and
punished.

They point out that this delay of reinforcement

is desirable, for it teaches a concept which resembles the
system of rewards outside the institution.· They are correct .
in stating that much more research is needed.
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Hunt, Fitzhugh and Fitzhugh (1968) attempted to lmprove
the dressing standards ·of 12 retarded residents by using
reinforcement techniques at the Newcastle State Hospital,
New Castle, Indiana.

In this experiment points were the

generalized reinforcer.

The clients were participating in

an exit ward program and were a homogenous group in regard
to diagnosis of retardation.
behavior was taken.

A baseline of

inap~ropriate

Initially, points were given for golng

to work and could be exchanged for backup reinforcers ln
the store.

Appropriate on the job appearance was selected

as a target goal.

In three phases tokens were awarded

daily for 14 days, twice weekly (intermittant) reinforcement for ten days, and a third phase where patients's dress
was inspected surreptitiously for ten days and no reinforcement was given.

A graph demonstrates that in phase one

performance was approximately 80%, intermittant reinforcement produced a 90% efficiency, and zero reinforcement
produced a 60% compliance with appropriate dressing standards.
In conclusion the authors state that three clients maintained
good dress standards, four persons temporarily improved,
reinforcement was probably effective for two, and results
are inconclusive for the remaining three men. ,
Thus, intermittant reinforcement was seen to be the
most effective schedule of reinforcement for these
individuals.

Problems or confounding variables are not
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mentioned by the authors.

These may consist of inter-

rater reliability which was not mentioned.

Also, the

clients were instructed by means of simply posting desired
behavior on their ward bulletin board and thus were not
thoroughly instructed.

A pre- and post-test of what

constituted desirable dress standards would have been
appropriate.

Thus, it may be that intermittant reinforce-

ment is indeed an effective scheduling procedure for
retardates in institutions and can produce an increase 1n
desirable behavior in some residents.

More studies which

replicate these findings are highly desirable.
In conclusion, a number of variables were evaluated in
the context of their contribution to the functioning of the
token economy with institutionalized retardates.

Staff

training is considered by numerous authors as a possible
serious stumbling block if not scrupulously undertaken and
maintained, because behavior change agents are in control
of most of the contingencies and data recording.

Numerous

methods of training staff are given in the literature.
Administrative support of staff is effective for a number of
reasons including funding for the token program, public
support and accountability.

Token economy consultants may

provide training, monitoring and troubleshooting functions.
Differences in techniques for using backup reinforcers
exist among authors.

Some recommend innovative, expensive
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items and others believe intrinsic reinforcement is desirable.

Failure to respond to backup reinforcers is consider-

ed an individual client preference which needs to be
scrutinized when it occurs.

The economic factors of depri-

vation and satiation appear to play a large part in
controlling backup reinforcers.
Social reinforcement has an effect on behavior when
paired with token reinforcement and the question arises as
to whether it can be removed from the token economy context
without damage to the economy.

Its role

lS

not clear.

Savings of tokens and its effect on the deprivation or
satiation of the retarded person is extremely relevant.
Large savings appear to result in a performance decrease.
Intermittant reinforcement was shown in one experiment
to improve client performance but with some confounding
variables.
Thus, a number of variables are becoming clearly
relevant to the total functioning of the token economy.
Equally clear is the lack of documentation of this and its
specific application to the retarded population.
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Summary and Conclusions
The first part of this paper is concerned with the
selection of target goals as essential prerequisites to the
effective token economy.

Two · orientations were defined:

management/control and therapeutic/educative.

In scrutin-

izing the management/control orientation, three types of
behaviors were seen to be frequently targeted for tokens
with the institutionalized retarded.

These were disruptive

behavior, ward care tasks, and self-care.

In summarizing .

the literature from a legal and ethical viewpoint it may be
said that controlling disruptive or maladaptive behavior
using tokens is a negative, aversive goal.
what is designated as ttward care"
nor

lS

lS

Secondly, often

not fully described,

the intent stated as being therapeutic in nature.

Third, self-care is a legitimate goal; however, it is often
focused upon to the exclusion of

o~her

goals, its intent is

not specified, or only staff convenience is cited.

In some

cases it was seen that goals are selected which infringe
upon the individual's right to bed, board, ·recreation, and
medicine.

Upon further analysis, it was noted that individ-

ual achievements may not primarily benefit the individual
and instead appear to favor the staff or institution.

Men-

tion of client priority or ga1n is omitted in several cases.
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Thus, when institutions emphasize short term suppresslve
measures, exclude therapeutic goals, or only specify staff
gain we see a short-sightedness or disregard for clients
with lS "counter-rehabilitativen (Martin, 1975, p. 62).
Lest this picture appear entirely bleak, it was noted
that many authors have a different perspective toward goal
selection.

Two main types of therapeutic/educative target

goals appear in the token economy literature for the
institutionalized retarded.
social target goals.

These consists of verbal and

It was seen that the teaching of

verbal behaviors to the retarded via tokens is not widely
employed despite results of a few experiments indicating
good results.

Thus, institutions are challenged to foster

this medium which differentiates human from the sub-human
specles.

Many social behaviors (e.g., conversation, group

play) are defined in the literature, indicative of many
authors' concern with productive daily living outside the
institution.

To prevent

infringement of client rights it

is recommended that discretion be utilized in the methodology for teaching social skills.

Program implementation was

so zealous in one case, as to cloud the distinction between
controlling behavior and actual therapeutic intervention.
In the majority of these cases, however, the authors appear
to be in compliance with legal and ethical standards.
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The second half of this paper is directed at discoverlng the implementation procedure considered to be most
efficacious with the token economy for the retarded
population.

Upon examination of the existing methodologies

a unanlmous, standard procedure of implementation is not
forthcoming.

Rather, the present state of the art for

token economies with the institutionalized retarded is
somewhat diverse and . not heavily or consistently documented.
In addition, it was discovered that the issue of method of
implementation is very complex, and embarking upon an
economy requires considerable study, effort and time.

It

is not certain that the five areas discussed (e.g., staff
training, backup reinforcers, social reinforcers, economic
balance and savings, and intermittant reinforcement)
encompass all possible variables, or that if all these
methods are employed that success of the economy lS certain.
This examination has produced some statements
efficacy of some methods.

~bout

the

Certain methods are more

documented and better supported than others.

Authors

disagree on the method of staff training or the type of
backup reinforcer which is most effective.

However, it lS

hoped that some emerging trends at this point in the
research may serve as a guide to those presently implementing programs and to future researchers.
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Staff training lS generally agreed upon as very ·
important to token economy success.

A permanent, motivated,

well trained, administratively supported staff is deemed
by all the authors as very highly desirable, if not
imperative.

Institutions have traditionally not had the

resources to produce this kind of staff.

Thus a problem lS

created when institutions are called upon to change (and
historically this is a gradual process).

A lag will exist

between the goal of a highly trained staff and the
implementation and achievement of that goal.

A solid,

continuous inservice program to teach staff, which includes
practicum, is recommended for token programs for retardates
ln institutions.
Experimental isolation of backup reinforcers to
determine their exact role within the token economy appears
insufficient at this pointo

However, a number of researchers

drawing from their own experience have formed some oplnlons
which appear reasonable.
different opinions.

Unfortunately there seem to be two

Some report that innovative, expenslve,

frequently changed backup reinforcers produce the most
change in behavior; others report that intrinsic, natural
reinforcers appear to be better.

Conclusive evidence lS

lacking and this is no help to institutions trying to
either stock their token store adequately or abolish it
altogether.

Verified research appears to be sorely needed ln
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this area.

Economic factors appear important in

determining the power of the backup reinforcer.

Therefore

the individual planner is advised to rely on the experlence
of others which indicate powerful, closely controlled
backup reinforcers are producing good results.
The role of social reinforcement is clearly important
and it rep?rtedly affects behavior within the tokey system
with retarded, withdrawn subjects.

Its use must be

cautiously implemented and not relied · upon exclusively, for
sufficient documentation is lacking.

One researcher states

that it may be the social reinforcement that takes place
during presentation of the token which actually changes
behavior.

Thus, the amount, duration and frequency of

social reinforcement is unresolved.

However, it appears to

be a necessary part of the token economy.
The economic factor is revealed to be extremely
relevant within the token system.

By experimentally

manipulating savings and also post hoc observation, some
authors strongly suggest that large savings appear to
decrease the performance necessary to earn tokens.

While

more research is needed to substantiate this claim, it
appears to be a very reasonable suggestion to closely
monitor and manipulate savings to achieve the greatest
performance.
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In employing operant principles to behavior, timing of
reinforcement is of well known importance.

It is not

surprising that intermittant reinforcement using tokens
produced and maintained the greatest productivity with
retardates.

What is surprising is the paucity of experl-

mental studies which isolate this factor.

The implication

is that we may be defeating ourselves and actually wasting
time on inefficient scheduling of reinforcement by staff
who already are faced with insufficient time to do their
job well.

Tremendous gains could be made in efficiency

and performance of staff and clients if this area was
empirically validated.
To recapitulate:
(l) Employ a broad range of therapeutic/educative target
goals which meet legal and ethical standards and consider
the individual client benefit of paramount importance.
(2) Thoroughly and continuously train, motivate, and
support staff efforts to effect the token economy.
(3) The use of powerful backup reinforcers lS strongly
recommended although the absolute streng.th lS not known.
It is evident that they must be closely supervised so that
excessive levels of deprivation and satiation do not occur
which might affect behavior.

(4) Use of social reinforcement lS highly indicated, but
amount, duration, frequency is not yet known.
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(5) Closely monitor and manipulate savlngs of the economy;
low savlngs may lmprove performance,
(6) An intermittant reinforcement schedule using tokens
may produce the most desirable change · in behavior.
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Addendum
A token project was begun by the author ln the summer
of 1978 at Sunland Center, a large residential institution
for the retarded in Orlando, Florida.

Approximately one

half a ward participated, nineteen males.

Their ages ranged

from eleven to sixty years and IQ ranged from 26 to 70.
Twenty-eight staff participated.
Certain operant conditioning techniques were explained
at staff meetings.

Individual sessions with the aides who

administered the tokens and their clients were scheduled in
which individual opinions were solicited
were desirable

therape~tical~y.

~s

to what behaviors

Cooperation by the staff

was moderate throughout the program.

Targeted behaviors

included disruptive behavior (such as fighting), ward care
(clearing tables), self care (bathing self), verbal behaviors
(requesting permission to leave the ward), and social
behaviors (playing with others cooperatively).

These were

compiled into a behavior checklist for each client and an
individualized token card which was immediately punched
and socially reinforced when a behavior on the check list
was emitted by the resident.
During the program, social pralse and tokens were
awarded each week in an individual meeting of client and
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supervlsor, where a discussion of the past weeks' performance took place.

These token were exchangeable for articles

of clothing, toys, movies, cosmetics, and consumables in
the token store at the Center.

Data was recorded from the

weekly token card onto notebook sheets and placed ln a
notebook where a three month period of time was easily
visible.

As clients' behavior improved and a great number

of tokens were earned, a larger number of desirable behaviors
were also required so that the number of tokens received
was not excesslve, thus preventing 8atiation.
No statistical comparison of pre-token and token rewarded behavior was possible because of lack of baseline
data.

Nevertheless, it became apparent that an lncrease

in the number of desirable behaviors was taking place
because clients began to earn increasingly larger numbers
of tokens.

Thus a steady increase in the criterion was

necessary to avoid satiation.

It was felt that token rein-

forcement resulted in great behavior change.

Cooperative

behavior appeared to increase and less violence was noted
in the monthly reports of resident injuries.

Clients per-

formed a greater number of social and verbal behaviors.
than in the past.

Staff felt that tokens were largely

responsible for the change in behavior.
The obstacles to successful implementation appeared
insurmountable at the onset of the program.

Staff training

was time consuming and seen by some staff as extra work.
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The cardboard tokens were easily lost by the clients and
it was often difficult to get more cardboard.
ding was detailed and tmme consuming.
often ran out of

r~inforcing

Data recor-

The token store

items and was not restocked

for weeks due to lack of funds and administrative concern.
Yet even in the face of these obstacles an observable behavio~

change took place.

This change may be entirely

at~

tributable to chance because of the confounding variables
just mentioned and staff inconsistency.

However, it is

equally probable that the token procedure ·was effective.
It may also have had some effect in changing the attitude
of clients and staff toward behavior modification systems.
It appears possible that individual and group behavior on
the ward became more adaptive, responsible, and enjoyable.
Recommendations for Sunland Cent.er, Orlando and its
existing token economy are the following: a program of
training of staff which includes lectures, movies, practicum, rewards, and testing of employees weekly.

Indes-

tructable tokens are desirable, individualized so as to
deter theft.

The token store needs to be fully stocked at

all times with desirable consumables.

The tokens paid by

customers must be accounted for, prices should be tightly
controlled, and a system devised where they are returned
to the proper ward at regular intervals to prevent loss.
Weekly data sheets need to be expanded so as to present a
clear interpretation of events at a single glance.

Post-
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1ng results may increase accountability.

Close contact and

social reinforcement should take place many times per day
between the client and his caretakers in the form of feedback, on the client's progress in the token system.
could take place on an intermittant schedule.

This

The adminis-

tration could aid the token economy with its interest, ·
support of staff (who could provide monthly reports) through
visiting the wards and discussing progress of the system,
staff, and residents.
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